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Abstract 

Considering a ring A to be imbedded in a ring D, the study deals with D-flat and D(n)-flat 

modules where D-flat modules are defined in terms of D-cotorsion modules. By using D-flat 

modules, D-approximations are studied. Then D(n)-flat modules are introduced as a 

generalization of D-flat modules. A theory for D(n)-approximations is developed accordingly.  
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

Unless stated otherwise, all rings in this study are considered to be associative with a non-zero 

identity and all modules unitary. A ring here means a D-ring where a ring A is a D-ring if it is 

subring of a ring D. In this case the sequence 0  A  D  C  0 is exact where C 

represents
A

D . 

Definition 1.1 For a module N in A-mod (the category of left A-modules) its approximation by 

some other module M in A-mod is a map  from M to N such that for any other module M in A-

mod and any other map   from M to N there exists a map β from M to M such that the       
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following diagram is commutative (t. f. d. c.). And if M   can be replaced by M in case β is an 

automorphism only, then the approximation is said to be a minimal approximation. This means 

that (t. f. d. c.).                                      

Because of the similarity between the terminology of approximation and minimal approximation 

(SamalØ, Auslander and Reiten [7,8]) and of precovers and covers (Enochs [1,2, 3]) we will 

adopt the terminology of precovers and covers for approximations. It should be noted that we are 

particularly interested in the theory of precovers and covers which are defined with respect to flat 

modules as discussed in [1, 2, 3]. Bezoni [9,10], introduced a different concept of flat modules 

utilizing cotorsion modules. Ansari [6,7] extended the definition of cotorsion modules to D-

cotorsion modules. This study deals with approximations as D-approximations and precovers and 

covers as D-precovers and D-covers respectively. D-flat modules can be further generalizes as 

D(n)-flat modules [6]. So D(n)-flat precover and D (n)-flat covers are defined and it is tried to 

develop a theory parallel to the theory of flat precovers and covers. For the case n = 1 a 

characterization of D(1)-flat modules in term of D(1)-cotorsion module is established. A 

characterization of D(n)-flatness in term of flatness is also obtained.  

After reviewing preliminary concepts and earlier works in section 1, we will develop the theory 

of D-flat and D(n)-flat modules in section 2. Further, we will determine characterizations of        

D(n)-flat modules. D(n)-flat approximations as D(n)-flat precovers and D(n)-flat covers  and 

their characterizations will be discussed in section 3.  

 

2.  D(n)-FLAT MODULE 

Definition 2.1 Let A be a D-ring, M in A-mod is said to be D(n)-cotorsion module (D-cotorsion 

module of order n) if ),( MDExt n
= 0 for all n 0. So a module is a D(1)-cotorsion module (D-

cotorsion module of order 1) if ),(1 MDExt = 0 for n  0, 1. 

This definition is different from the definition of cotorsion modules as adopted by Enochs [1,2] 

and Bezzoni [9]. According to Enochs [3] M in A-mod is cotorsion, if ),(1 MFExt = 0 for all flat 

modules F and according to Bazzoni every module M is said to be cotorsion if it satisfy 

),(1 MQExt = 0 where Q is the quotient field. 
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Enochs used flat modules to define cotorsion modules whereas; we have adopted a definition of 

cotorsion modules which is a generalization of the definition of cotorsion modules as adopted by 

Matlis [4]. This definition is independent of flat modules so that for a generalization of flat 

modules of Bezoni [10] we can define D(n)-flat modules in terms of D(n)-cotorsion modules. 

Definition 2.2: Let A be a D-ring, N in A-mod is said to be D(n)-flat module ( D-flat module of 

order n) if ),( MNExt n

A = 0 for every D (n)-cotorsion module. 

This definition generalizes the definition of flat modules by Bazzoni and Salce [9]. It is not 

difficult to work out that direct sum of D(n)-flat modules is D(n)-flat. However, For direct 

products it is not true. 

 

3.  D(n)-FLAT APPROXIMATION: 

Definition 3.1: Let F be D(n)-flat and : FM (F, M A-mod). Then   is called a D(n)-flat 

precover if for any other D(n)-flat module F  and a homomorphism : F  M, (t. f. d. c.).  

                                                                                                                      

and   =  . 

Definition 3.2: If the above diagram with F  replaced by F can be completed to be commutate 

(i. e.   = ) only when   is an automorphism, then    is said to be a D(n)-flat cover of the 

module M.  

                                           

Note that we are using D(n)-flat precover and D(n)-flat cover in the sense of right flat D(n)-

approximation and flat minimal right D(n)-approximation. D(n)-flat cover of a module if it exists 

is unique up to an isomorphism. The following results modify propositions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 of 

[14] and can be proved in a similar way subject to the modified set up.   

Proposition 3.3: Let F be D(n)-flat and : FM an D (n)-flat precover. 
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(i) If   is an D(n)-flat cover and X is a submodule of F with 
X

F  D(n)-flat, then X = 0. 

(ii) If submodule of D(n)-flat modules are D(n)-flat and for a chain of sub modules of D(n)-flat 

module, their union is D(n)-flat, then the converse is also true.  

Proposition 3.4: A D(n)-flat precover of a module M,  : FM is a D(n)-flat cover if and only 

if for any other D(n)-flat precover of M,  : F  M and any homomorphism γ: F F   

satisfying that    = γ  it follows that γ  is monomorphism and F = Im γX with Xker( ). 

Proposition 3.5: Let 1 : 1F 
1M  and 2 : 2F 

2M  be D(n)-flat covers. Then 1  2 : 1F 

2F 
1M  2M  is an D(n)-flat precover of 1M  2M . Additionally, if submodules of D(n)-flat 

are D(n)-flat and there exists an D(n)-flat cover of 1M  2M , then 1  2 : 1F  2F 
1M 

2M is an I (n)-flat cover of 1M  2M . 

Proposition 3.6:  iM has a D (n)-flat cover if and only if each iM does. 

Proof: Let i : iF  iM  be the flat covers for each i, then ( iF  iM  iM ) is an D 

(n)-flat precover (direct sum of D(n)-flat modules is D(n)-flat ),(
Ii

i

n MFExt



Ii

i

n MFExt ),(

= 0 for M is D-cotorsion). Therefore  iM has D (n)-flat cover.  

Conversely let F iM be a D(n)-flat cover then F  iM 
jM is a D(n)-flat precover 

which is a cover. 

Immediately we can conclude that 

Proposition 3.7: If  : FM is a D(n)-flat cover, F = 1F  2F , M = 1M  2M  are 

decomposition (with  ( iF ) iM ), then 1F 
1M  and 2F 

2M  are D (n)-flat covers. 

Stressing on D(1)-flat modules from here onwards, D-cotorsion will mean D(1)-cotorsion and 

reduced means D(0)-cotorsion. Now we establish a characterization of D(1)-flat precover in 

terms of D(1)-cotorsion modules.   

Proposition 3.8: If 0XF M 0 is an exact sequence in A-mod with X,  D (1)-cotorsion 

and F, D (1)-flat, then  : FM is a D (1)-flat precover of M. Conversely if   : F  M is a D-

flat cover of M, then ker  is D (1)-cotorsion. 

Proof: If F  is D(1)-flat, then since X is cotorsion so ),( MFExt n  = 0 for n = 0, 1 and the 

following sequence 0 ),( XFHom   ),( FFHom   ),( MFHom    0 is exact and M has   

D (1)-flat precover. 
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Conversely, let the sequence 0 ker FM 0 be exact in A-mod. If F   is D (1)-flat, then 

sequence 0 ),( KerFHom  ),( FFHom  ),( MFHom  )ker,( FExt …..is left 

exact. Since M is D (1)-flat cover, the last term is zero, so ker  is D (1)-cotorsion. 

Corollary 3.9: M is a D (1) flat cover if and only if kernel of the cover is D (1)-cotorsion.    

Now we establish a characterization of D-flat modules in term of modules flat in the sense of 

Enochs using the following property (E) in case of an integral domain which states that F is a 

flat cover of a cotorsion module (in the sense of Enochs) if and only if F is flat and cotorsion 

where kernel of the cover is also cotorsion in the sense of Enochs. And we have the 

characterization as of D-flat modules in term of modules flat in the sense of Enochs. 

Proposition 3.10: Let M be a reduced torsion free module then M is D (n)-flat if and only if M is 

flat in the sense of Enochs and ),( CMExt = 0 for every flat D-cotorsion C. 

Proof: By theorem 2.1 [Bazzoni and Salce 9] and proposition 1.1   [Enochs 3]. 

It is to acknowledge Professor Edgar Enochs, University of Kentucky for his helpful suggestions 

during the preparation of the manuscript and a review of the final manuscript. 
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